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NJIT TV Listings 
Thursday, May 27, 1982 
2:00 pm Channel 1 
1  In The Beginning ... 
A Look at campus life with Saul. Thomas 
and other assorted plagues like 
registration and cafeteria food. 
113 Et Tu Brutae? 
From ivy covered towers to the red 
tape of the senate, these are the 
decision makers that affect your 
life at NJIT. 
129  Y — Because We Like You 
Clubs and professional societies 
are many at NJIT and range in 
scale from corporate structures to 
Mickey Mouse organizations. 
157 Those Amazing Animals 
From Alpha to Omega with a side 
trip to Phi, the exploits of the 
High Street crew are legendary. 
169 The Thrill of Victory, The Smell of De-Feet 
Yes NJIT has a bigger sports 
program than "Quarterbounce," 
"Asteroids" and "Celebrity Elbow Bending." 
209 You Were There 
Remember the years gone by — those 
filled with fun and games and an oc- 
casional class — that's all over 
now, time to get a job. 
219  8 Just Wasn't Enough 
The class of 1982 is featured 
in a light-hearted comedy 
set in the rolling hills of 
Holmdel, N.J.  
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channel two  
channel three 
channel four 




channel nine  
channel ten 
We'll Miss You Bob 
channel eleven 
channel twelve 
channel thirteen  
channel fourteen 
channel fifteen  
channel sixteen  





channel twenty-two  












channel thirty-five  
channel thirty-six 







channel forty-two  
channel forty-three  
channel forty-four 
channel forty-five  




Hernan Borja would have graduated Class of '82 if 
the Cosmos hadn't gotten to him first. NJIT would like 















channel sixty-one  
channel sixty-two  






channel sixty-eight  
channel sixty-nine  
channel seventy  
I 
channel seventy-one 
channel seventy-two  
channel seventy-three  
channel seventy-four 
channel seventy-five  
Graduation  
channel seventy-six 







FOR JAYNE GASIENICA 
(1946 — 1980) 
We are never prepared for death; it always comes too soon and 
with great pain. In its wake we discover many of the things we 
meant to say were left unsaid; many of the things we meant to 
do were left undone. We sadly learn too often that we don't 
appreciate each other enough. So dedications become attempts at 
expressing appreciation: 
Jayne, 
You were a great friend. 
You were a giver, a contributor, far less kind to yourself than you 
were to others. 
You touched many of us with your life. 
For that we are deeply grateful. 
For that we dedicate this yearbook to you. 
Ray Boxer 
and 
The NUCLEUS Staff 
eighty-three  

There you stand in your dungarees, 
Looking all grown up and so very pleased, 
When you write your poems they have so much to 
say, 
When you speak your dreams it takes my breath 
away. 
—from Dreams Go By 
On March 23, 1980, Harry Chapin and his band 
performed in front of 2000 people at Entwistle Gym. 
His easy-going style and true love of his art was 
evident to all who attended. Harry was in his element 
when he was performing a live show; most fans agree 
that his live albums are his best. Chapin music was not 
just three minutes of oobie-do, I-love-you — it told 
a story of life, love and american dreams. 
Harry was a leader in the crusade to stamp out 
world hunger in our lifetime; he played about half of 
his concerts each year for charity. It was on the way 
to one of these concerts on July 16, 1981 that Harry 
lost his life. Harry Chapin will be fondly missed by 
those who had the good fortune to be touched by his 
life and music on that Sunday night two years ago in 
Newark. 
eighty-five  
the yearbook staff 
would like to speak for 
the class of 1982 as we 
thank those loved ones — parents 
and friends alike —
for being behind us, 
for encouraging us, 
for making us do homework, 
and most of all for loving us 
channel eighty-six 
Patty, Warren and Tony 
would like to say 
thank you 
to Gary, Eva and Kathy 
for all their love and PATIENCE 
channel eighty-seven  
channel eighty-eight 
channel eighty-nine  
channel ninety 

channel ninety-two  

channel ninety-four 
channel ninety-five  
channel ninety-six 
channel ninety-seven  
channel ninety-eight  
channel ninety-nine  
channel one hundred 
channel one hundred one 
channel one hundred two  
channel one hundred three 
channel one hundred four 
channel one hundred five 
channel one hundred six 
channel one hundred seven 
channel one hundred eight 
channel one hundred nine 
channel one hundred ten  
channel one hundred eleven 
channel one hundred twelve 
Et Tu Brutae 
113  




1. Dr. Saul K. Fenster, 
president — New Jersey Institute of Technology 
2. Dr. Gary Thomas, 
vice-president of Academic Affairs 
3. Dean of Students Office — 
Deans Constance Murray, Ray Boxer, Anne Wright; 
Judy Valyo 
channel one hundred fifteen 
channel one hundred sixteen  
(above) Sanford Greenfield — 
Dean New Jersey School of Architecture 
(right) Yi-Yuan Yu— 
Dean Newark College of Engineering 
Deans  
channel one hundred seventeen  
(above left) Bruce Solomon — 
Institute Attorney 
(above) Merwin Kinkade — 
Director of the Center 
(left) David Monroe — 
Assistant Director of the Center 
(left to right) Neale Bedrock, Financial Vice-President; Carolyn 
Salzman, Corresponding Secretary; Jeffrey Rose, President; Wendy 
Heller, Administrative Vice-President; Michael Popper, 
Treasurer; Dottey Benzenhafer, Recording Secretary. 
channel one hundred eighteen  
Student Senate 
channel one hundred nineteen 


(above left) Scott Walyus, Editorials Editor 
(above right) David Harris, Business Manager 
(opposite) Ginger Walton, Arts Ed.; Sam Armijos, Editor-in-chief; 
Patty Lamb, Copy Ed.; Darwin Phillips, News Ed. 
channel one hundred twenty-two  
The Vector 
channel one hundred twenty-three  
1 




1. THE NUCLEUS STAFF — 
Warren Stroedecke, Photo Editor; Anthony LaFazia, Editor-in- 
chief; 
Patty Lamb, Managing Editor; Bob Phillips, Sports Editor 
2. John Scheckel, photographer 
3. Michael Morano, photographer 
channel one hundred twenty-five 
channel one hundred twenty-six 
channel one hundred twenty-seven  
channel one hundred twenty-eight  
Y-Because 
We Like You 
one hundred twenty-nine 
channel one hundred thirty 
SAC President 
Warren Stroedecke 
(kneeling, left to right) Matt Criscenzo, Claudi Dauerman, Warren 
Stroedecke, Frank Corso, Sherry Dauerman, Janet Meridith, Ted Paliwoda. 
(standing, left to right) Mike Bartone, Rich Schroedl, Ray Petruch, Ron 
LaSala, Nick Cardo, Jerry Coviello, Sue Wolff, Bob Arms, Dave Seckinger. 
channel one hundred thirty one  
ΑΠΣ 
channel one hundred thirty-two 
Alpha Pi Mu 
channel one hundred thirty-three 
Pi Tau Sigma 
channel one hundred thirty four 
IEEE 
channel one hundred thirty five 
O.L.A.  
channel one hundred thirty-six 
A.S.C. 
channel one hundred thirty-seven 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
channel one hundred thirty eight 
SSCC 
channel one hundred thirty nine  
Chinese Students 
Association 
channel one hundred forty 
Audio Club 
channel one hundred forty-one 
BASE 
channel one hundred forty two  
Ten Fathoms Club 
channel one hundred forty three  
Tau Beta Pi 
channel one hundred forty four 
Apathy Club 
channel one hundred forty five 
channel one hundred forty-six 
channel one hundred forty seven  
Ski Club  
channel one hundred forty eight  
Alpha Phi Omega 
channel one hundred forty nine 
Volleyball 
Alpha Phi Omega 
channel one hundred fifty 
Marathon 
United Way 
channel one hundred fifty-one 
College Bowl 
The Varsity Sport Of The Mind 
channel one hundred fifty-two  
(opposite) first place team — SAC 
(above) second place team — Senate; with 
College Bowl Moderator Bruce Solomon 
channel one hundred fifty-three 
Tau Beta Pi 
channel one hundred fifty-four 





Sam the Slammer Gay Bull Dorito Burn-out 
Elbone Ran Rod Pizzazz Weasel 
Bonaduche Bobo Shark Leaper 
Benetar Face Smitty-squirrel Camp 
Bugs Yosh Snaayaahs Viscousity 
Bum (space) Faz BJ Nose 
Condom Foul Al Wolfie Gustav 
Stewie Scratch Harry Davis Razzoo 
Dickie D Pickel Gilligan 
Dunkin Mack Thurm 
channel one hundred fifty-eight 
ΑΣΦ 
Cousin Pepe 	Brian 	Funny Roses 
Enzo Stuarti Hendo Pop 
Doh Dee Oh Dee Oh McGoo 	Marvo Combo 
Trinboli 	 Barry Gauers Bob 
Bruce Mauro 	Mike 
Gumby 	 Sami Pat Boone 
Mr. Freeze Gene 
Shpend 	 Faz 
Penik Aldo 
Kob 	 Crash 













































































































channel one hundred sixty-five  
channel one hundred sixty-six 
channel one hundred sixty-seven  
channel one hundred sixty-eight  
The Thrill 
of Victory 





The 1981 NJIT Soccer 
Team posted an 8-7-0 record this 
year despite once again facing 
some of the best Division II and 
III teams in the nation. 
NJIT was ranked as high as 
fourth regionally after a 3-0 
start. But the young 
Highlanders never seemed to 
recover from their first loss, a 2-
0 defeat by then-National 
Division II Champion, Lock 
Haven, and ended up the 
season ranked tenth in New 
Jersey, Pennsylvania, and 
Delaware. 
The Highlanders were led 
by Seniors Andy Bakun, Bill 
Morris, and Jim Romanski, 
and by a stingy defense that 
never gave up more than two 
goals. Bakun, the team's leading 
scorer with eight goals, was 
named All-State, All-Region, 
and a First-Team Division III 
All-American. Morris was the 
second-leading scorer with 
four goals while Romanski 
showed his versatility by 
playing well at a number of positions. Junior 
goalkeeper Jeff Caputi (0.99 GAA, 4 shutouts) 
anchored the defense with help from Paul Bette, 
Ray Paulius, Ronel Dorvil, Andy Muldowney, 
Pete Petrou, Jorge Suarez, and Juan Cambeira. 
Returning at midfield and forward spots will 
be David Ferrer, Nelson Gralha, Guy Cilento, 
Horacio Mazzeo, Arvind Tikku, Mostafa Safaie, 
Carl Virgil, Scott Swan, and Claudio Pirovano, 
and Fred Mowczan as backup goalkeeper. The 
Highlanders hope that such a deep returning cast 
can offset the graduation of two All-Americans 
in two years, namely Bakun and present Cosmos 
star Hernan Borja, and lead to more winning 
seasons. 
KNEELING: Fred Mowczan, Bill Morris, Andy Bakun, Jim Romanski, 
Jeff Caputi. 
STANDING, FIRST ROW: Ass't Coach Mark Rollo, Juan Cambeiro, 
Arvind Tikku, Carl Virgil, Guy Cilento, Horacio Mazzeo, David Ferrer, 
Pete Petrou, Scott Swan, Manager Shelly Licorish, Head Coach Mal 
Simon. 
STANDING, SECOND ROW: Ass't Coach Oleg Moiseenko, Nelson 
Gralha, Claudio Pirovano, Ray Paulius, Ronel Dorvil, Paul Bette, Andy 
Muldowney, Jorge Suarez, Jeff Swan. 
channel one hundred seventy 
channel one hundred seventy-one 
channel one hundred seventy-two 
channel one hundred seventy-three  
Judo 
channel one hundred seventy-four 
Chris Rutishauser, Andrew Weate, Michael J. Whelan, Dan Lo Basso, 
Wally Hanini. 
NOT PICTURED: Alexander Kovalgov, Dr. James Grow, Faculty Advisor. 
channel one hundred seventy-five  
FRONT ROW: Anthony Saltarelli, Ron Woods. 
BACK ROW: Joseph Perri, John Henderson. 
NOT SHOWN: Anton Pecha 
Tennis  
Greg Wyzykowski, Ken Pelley (captain), Mike Schulzski, Paul 
Hazlet (coach), Steve Panzarino, Roy Werbdick, and Jenny Stark. 
NOT PICTURED: Tom Gortych, Gary Traino 
This years' team was smaller than usual, 
but the six month season was rewarding for 
those who participated. After 3 months of 
practice, the teams first meet was held in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, at the Swimmer's 
International Hall of Fame. The team's 400 yard 
freestyle relay placed fourth in the country 
for Division III. And the same relay broke the 
school record later in the season. Swimmers 
Mike Schulzski and Steve Panzarino performed 
flawlessly throughout the season, consistantly 
placing first in their events. Fourth year 
swimmer Ken Pelley was this year's captain 
and won his first place this year in the 1000 yd. 
race. Rookie Gary Traino captured the school 
record this year for Butterfly and is expected to 
break a lot more records before he graduates. 
The entire team wishes to thank Jenny Stark 
for being our statistician and Coach Paul 
Hazlet for his time and patience. 
Swimming  
channel one hundred seventy-six 
channel one hundred seventy-seven  
Combining tremendous effort 
and cooperation with the coaching 
abilities of Sharon Sindet, the 
NJIT Gymnastics Club has begun to 
develop their talents with hopes of 
competing within the next two 
seasons. 
One of the outstanding members 
for the season who deserves 
recognition for his fine performance 
is Kevin Flood as he displayed 
dedication, determination, and the 
ability to progress throughout the 
year. 
The seniors on the team who are 
leaving next season will "all be 
missed", said Sindet, however, all 
spots can be filled with upcoming 
members from a much improved 
freshmen team. Sharon Ingram has 
shown great potential in 
developing into a fine gymnast that 
should lead the NJIT team to an 
excellent season. With many 
outstanding young gymnasts 
Sindet is looking forward to an 
exciting season and wholesome 
team in the future. Nelson Mercado 
and Orlando Wilson are two young 
talents which can make Sindet's 
dream a reality with their ability 
to conquer superior skills. 
FRONT: Sharon Sindet 
SECOND ROW: Cheryl Piazza, Sharon Ingram. 
THIRD ROW: Bill Hauswarth, Pat, Gerry, Wayne Kudenchak, Nelson Mercado, 
Kevin Flood. 
FOURTH ROW: Mary Eibergero, John Barnes, Ken Field, Cindy Schwarz. 






channel one hundred seventy-nine 
channel one hundred eighty 
X-Country 
The season was expected to produce an 
excellent team on the basis of returnees from 
the previous year. Injuries and academics 
combined to deal a double blow, however, and 
the season became a struggle. 
Highlights of the season were the 
improvement of Bill Boyle and the addition 
of Jean Adragna and Maureen Egan to the 
team, both of whom ran the standard five 
mile courses with the men. Tony Robinson 
and Paul Calabrese, leading runner in the 
previous year, were strong contributors and 
Jim Ferner and Jorge Gomez were rapidly-
developing new runners. 
LEFT to RIGHT: R. Swanson, Jorge Gomez, Jean Adragna, Bill 
Boyle, Maureen Egan, Jim Ferner. 
NOT SHOWN: Paul Calabrese, Tony Robinson. 
channel one hundred eighty-one  
FRONT ROW: Dave Violett, Ed Mussi, Mike Finnegan. 
BACK ROW: George Rogers captain, Charlie Salazar, Guy Vanblaum, Bill 
Soltmann. 
Bowling 
channel one hundred eighty-two  
The NJIT Varsity Bowling Team 
evolved in 1952 as a member of the North 
Jersey Bowling League. In 1955 the 
league was expanded and became the 
Combined College Bowling League which 
included New York and Northern New 
Jersey Colleges. In 1962 the league split 
into a New Jersey Division and a New York 
Division. Then in 1973 the two divisions 
again combined and became the Eastern 
Intercollegiate Bowling Conference. 
Historically, the NJIT Highlanders have 
always been quite competitive. But it 
wasn't until recent years that the team 
became Conference leaders, capturing the 
Eastern championship title in 1978 and 
again in 1979. In 1978 the team vied for a 
National Championship Title, competing in 
the National Sectional Tournament 
against nationally ranked teams such as 
Penn State and West Virginia 
Universities. A third place finish in this 
competition was quite remarkable for a 
university the size of NJIT. 
channel one hundred eighty-three  
channel one hundred eighty-four 
channel one hundred eighty-five  
Pistol 
FRONT ROW: Kevin Ryan, Fred Grayson, Maurice Peralto. 
BACK ROW: Prof. Taylor, Tawn Simons, James Kebbekus, Dr. Ciesla. 
NOT SHOWN: John Larkin, Larry Schreiber. 
NJIT Varsity Rifle Team had another 
winning season thanks to the fine coaching 
of Prof. Robert S. Ketzner and Assistant 
Ralph Velez. This year the team shot 
against Stevens, St. Peters, Columbia, 
United States Maritime College, St. John's, 
and Hofstra. The only loss came in the 
beginning of the season, but the Rifle Team 




FRONT ROW: Ben Chemelli, John Silva, Glenn Pierson, Robert 
Maslanka, Prof. Robert Ketzner. 
BACK ROW: John Larkin, Ray Jablonsky, David Marks, Pat 
DeBiasse, Pat Higgins. 
PRONE — John Larkin 
OFF HAND — Pat DeBiasse 
KNEELING — Ben Chemelli 
channel one hundred eighty-six 
channel one hundred eighty-seven  
channel one hundred eighty-eight  
Most successful season! Tough and gritty 
team! High Tech basketball in Florida and 
a resounding win over MIT and FIT on their 
home court. Highlander highlights of the 
season were spread over so many events, 
places, and persons; almost too many to 
register in other than a blur of speed and 
action. 
Senior Bob Zanzalari sparked the team this 
year with drive and dedication, matched by 
the play of returning starters Pete Scheffler, 
Kuytim Bilali and Carl Morrison. Tom 
Gallagher, Wayne Bubet and Sal Gagliardo 
were strong first year additions to the 
starting line up. 
Success was at hand from the start; 
winners of the FIT HIGH TECH 
TOURNAMENT, playoff contender in the 
INDEPENDENT ATHLETIC 
CONFERENCE TOURNAMENT, and 18-
5 for the season! 
This year we got it all together, Coach 
Jim Catalano, his staff and the basketball 
team presents the NJIT community with its 
finest team and most successful season. And 
thanks, Sharon, for the help your 
cheerleaders brought us! 
channel one hundred eighty-nine  
Basketball 
FRONT ROW: Mike Ryan, Robert Zanzalari, Sal Gagliardo, Dennis Leap, 
Wayne Bubet, Richard Baldyga. 
SECOND ROW: Robert Leblein (coach), Carl Morrison, Tim Guydan, 
Kuytim Bilali, Barry Williams. 
THIRD ROW: Mark Tompeck (coach), Peter Schleffler, Fritz Propheta, 
Lancy Lynn, Tom Gallagher, James Catalano (coach). 
channel one hundred ninety 
channel one hundred ninety-one  
Skiing 
In our 5th year of existance we had one of our 
best seasons. Placing 3rd in the Middlesex Comm. 
Coll. Invitational was the highlight of the season. 
The "A" Team was propelled by Mike Ticse, Ted 
Paliwoda, Tom Zimmerman, Bruce Jankowitz, Chris 
McClure, and Bob Ertle. Spurring on the "B" Team 
was Pat Regan, Bill Morris, Bob Phillips, and Mark 
McFadden. This was also the first year for the Rutgers 
— NJIT Invitational. 
channel one hundred ninety-two  
channel one hundred ninety-three  
FIRST ROW: Cisco Gancalves, Andy Fedun, Robert Saba, Victor 
Goncalves, Anibal Alcantra. 
BACK ROW: Paul Bunce, Joe Pniewski, Jack Van Vladricken, Ray 
Petruch, Tom Flaherty, Mike O'Brien, Roman Burtyk, Coach Oleg 
Moiseenki. 
channel one hundred ninety-four 
The 1982 NJIT Men's Volleyball Team 
was one of the most successful teams in the 
school's history. Following a 13-5 season in 
1981, the team posted victories over such 
schools as Vassar, Springfield, Yale, U. of 
Penn, United States Merchant Marine 
Academy and Cornell. The starting squad 
of senior co-captains Mike O'Brien and Jack 
Van Vladricken, seniors Andy Fedun and 
Roman Burtyk, junior Cisco Goncalves and 
freshman Joe Pniewski were most 
proficient as a hustling defense and a hard 
spiking offensive attack characterized their 
play. 
Some early season team achievements 
included a first place win in the U.S.M.M.A. 
Invitational Tournament, the first NJIT 
tournament victory in the team's history, and 
a win over Springfield College, the number 
three team in the East in 1981. A berth in the 
1982 Eastern Collegiate Volleyball Finals 
and a League Championship were among the 
teams' hopes during the season. Head 
Coach Oleg Moiseenko was very pleased with 
the team's performance and hoped to 
continue the winning tradition with juniors 
Bob Saba, and Cisco Concalves, 
sophomores Tom Flaherty, Kelly Bray, Ray 
Petruch, and Paul Bunce, and Freshmen 
Teddy Kowaly and A. J. Alcantra. 
This emphasizes that the 1982 
Highlanders Squad left its mark in Eastern 
Volleyball, further showing the 
competitiveness of the NJIT sports program. 
Volleyball 






FIRST ROW (kneeling): Tom Nelson (capt), Louis Obssuth, 
Andy Downie, Matt Loughran, Dale Vanyo, John Grunniger, John 
Wallace, Allan Ryan. 
SECOND ROW (standing): Ed Farmer, Brad Valerius, Gary 
Sheeran, Tom Ziek, Dana Jacobson (capt), Dave Radford, Pete 
Manascalco, Bill Furrier, Robert Triebe, Bob Palmeri, Steve 
Tondereau, Steve Anderson, Larry Williams, Al Ascione, Myron 
Jarenko, Tom Testa, Bob Kasiski, Pat Porzio, Joe Hannabach 
(coach). 
NOT PICTURED: Gene Vetrone, Jeff Sauwka. 
channel one hundred ninety-six 
NJIT's Hockey team is the comeback 
team of 1982. In one year they have grown 
from a floundering 5-12-2 team into a #1 
contender. Amazingly enough they have 
begun to dominate a league which once 
dominated them. 
This tremendous improvement is too 
much to be accounted for by any one 
reason. Actually, it is the accumulation of 
many smaller reasons. Possibly the biggest 
single improvement is in the coaching. 
Coach Hannanback is an extremely 
knowledgeable coach. He may be the best 
coach NJIT has ever had. Another factor 
lies in team organization. Captain Tom 
Nelson has put forth a fantastic effort to 
organize the squad. This year he 
managed to get one of the biggest turnouts 
ever. Additionally, Athletic Director 
Robert Swanson has done everything 
possible to help the team. The other 
reasons lie within the skaters themselves. 
This year's team is far more serious than 
last years. They also have a winning 
attitude about themselves, which tends to 
breed success. To single out individual 
players for excellent play is 
inappropriate. This years team it not a 
group of superstars, rather it is a team of 
dedicated players. 
channel one hundred ninety-seven 
channel one hundred ninety-eight 
channel one hundred ninety-nine  
channel two hundred 
The Fencing Team since its 
beginning in 1935-36 has been one of the 
Institutes most successful teams with a 
record that shows only four losing 
seasons. This years fencers hope to 
keep the winning tradition. The fencers 
this year will be facing the following 
teams: Temple University, George-Mason 
University, Seton Hall University, The 
John's Hopkins, Haverford College, 
Lafayette College, Rutgers-Newark, 
William Paterson College, Drew 
University, St. Peter's College, Stevens, 
and Yeshiva University. 
This year's team is captained by 4-
year veteran Stephen Colucci, two times 
selected to compete in the NCAA 
National Championships. 
Fencing 
channel two hundred one  
FRONT ROW: Frank Gulino, Dan Roderiguez, Stephen Colucci (capt.), 
Andy Weate, Brian Fuchs. 
BACK ROW: John Kiss, Steve Meehan, Chuck O'Brien, Mike Whelan, 
Bob Lynch (asst. coach), Prof. Paul Hausser (coach). 
Baseball 
channel two hundred two  
FIRST ROW: Keith Brown, Tony Tobey, Ed Pritzlaff, Mike Smith, Dan MacDonald, 
Joe Hickey, Roberto Romay. 
BACK ROW: Coach Schmid, P. J. DePoortere, Jim Tensfeldt, Dario Rodriguez, Jeff 
Pruneau, Phil Pritzlaff, Thurm Van Riper, Bob Theiller, Glenn Potter, Scott Stebbins. 
Entering the 1982 baseball season, NJIT 
is looking to improve on last years 20 win 
record. With all the starters returning, 
there is enthusiasm and hope that the team 
can achieve a berth in the ECAC 
Tournament. 
An analysis of the team reveals 
experience and depth. 
In the pitching department, fireballing 
Dan McDonald posted a 7-4 record last 
season. His 103 strikeouts qualified him for 
third in the nation's ranking of strikeouts-
per-game category. 
Crafty Ed Pritzlaff logged a 6-1 record in 
addition to his .358 batting average and 4 
homeruns. 
Young Jeff Pruneau, 3-4, suffered several 
heartbreaking late inning defeats but should 
prove richer for the experience. 
Thurman VanRiper and Joe Puglia 
complete the rotation. The late inning mop-
up crew in the Bull Pen consists of Bill 
Lovely, Frank Testa, Rich Suhr, and Tony 
Tobey. 
Jim Tensfeldt, last season's MVP, will 
make a shift from shortstop to catcher. A 
sweet swinging batsman, Jim hit .391 while 
swatting 4 homeruns and 7 doubles. Scott 
Stebbins, a good defensive backstop, will 
share catching assignments. 
Glenn Potter, a senior second baseman, 
batted .311 and serves as the team's co-
captain along with Ed Pritzlaff. 
Rich Suhr and P. J. DePoortiere are 
versatile glovemen when the defense needs 
shoring up. DePoortiere batted .300 in '81 and 
pleasantly surprised all by batting a torid 
.415 in the Fall. 
channel two hundred three  
channel two hundred four 
channel two hundred five 
Freshmen firstbaseman VanRiper and shortstop Frank Testa 
proved valuable additions batting .280 and .517 respectively in the 
Fall. 
The outfield is defensively sound but last season, they engaged in 
larceny on the basepaths with 51 stolen bases. 
Phil Pritzlaft, a three year varsity performer in centerfield, is 
looking to eclipse the school's stolen base record of 24 which he set 
in '81 while batting .330. 
Keith Brown, a hustler in right field, collected 26 RBIs while 
batting .500 with 3 homeruns. 
Defensive gem, Mike Smith, has done for left field what JAWS 
has done for ocean swimmers. Feared for his strong arm, Mike is also 
a respectable hitter. 
Tony Tobey, Dario Rodrigues and Roberto Romay give the 
Highlanders added strength as utility men. 
Around the Horn: 
Ed and Phil Pritzlaff, twin brothers, combined impressive grade-
point-averages and baseball statistics to land Academic All American 
honors last year. Ed was also nominated to the All State College 
Division Team. 
The Pritzlaffs, Tensfeldt, Brown, Potter and McDonald were 
listed as IAC All-Conference. 
FRONT ROW: Ronnie, Terri (capt), Taffy, Patricia. 
SECOND ROW: Valerie, Carolyn (co-capt.), Paula. 





The Highlander Cheerleaders put it 
all together this past season. The 
coaching staff and the team members, 
with the experience of a winter 
season of action, were aware of each 
other's styles and abilities. This was 
all assembled like a machine with the 
precision timing that was needed to 
make the 1982 season a successful and 
rewarding one. The start of the 
season was rather slow for the women; 
however, through continual 
perserverence they were able to capture 
their goal, "to become a stimulating 
and motivating force for the Varsity 
Basketball Team." 
Exceptional ladies of the year? The 
entire team put on an outstanding 
performance and should be recognized 
for their efforts. 
The morale was excellent, exclaimed 
their coach Sharon Sindet, as they 
were a close knit team and a pleasure 
to work with. The team will enter its 
second season with only two young 
ladies not returning in the Fall of 
1982. 
channel two hundred six  










channel two hundred ten 
channel two hundred eleven  
channel two hundred twelve  
channel two hundred thirteen  
channel two hundred fourteen 
channel two hundred fifteen  
channel two hundred sixteen  
channel two hundred seventeen 
Class of 
nineteen hundred eighty-two 

Kamran Abrishami Ahmed Abughusson Mario B. Accumanno Gerard Aceti Nicholas Adams 
Reza Aghazadehalaui Anthony G. Addesso Mehdi M. Ahmadi George E. Alpizar Mohammed Y. Alsalihi 
Bradley S. Ancker Nirwan Ansari Luis M. Antao Robert J. Anthes James E. Anthony 
Thomas Antista David W. Anton Demetrio Arencibia Mark L. Bagarazzi Alberto A. Bahia 
Andrew I. Bakun John A. Baldi Karl J. Baldwin Denise C. Ballard Eduardo Ballina 
Louis Bani Thomas Bechtold Mauro Bellifemine Walter T. Bembry Leonard J. Benamy 
Kujtim Bilali Orland Bowmin Lorenzo L. Booker Randal Bouwense Ralph Bothmann 
John K. Boyle Jacqueline E. Bradley Bruce E. Brekke Kevin Brennan Keith T. Brown 
Edward J. Buccino George A. Bunk Antonio S. Carreiro Vincent E. Carson Paul F. Caskey 
Richard Cericola Constance Cervasio Thomas E. Chauvette Steven Chen Sanjit S. Chinai 
Benny K. Chug Alexander B. Chuchra Dennis L. Ciemniecki Glenn R. Cimera Jose P. Cirne 
Jeffrey R. Clark Emanuel Coimbra James E. Coleman William M. Collins Maria Colucci 
Scott J. Conway Robert M. Conway Edward A. Coscia Dominick Cristofolo James P. Cutillo 
Anthony D'Angelo Jr. Jeff R. Daum John M. Davidoski James W. Dawson Leo De Carolis 
Gil DeRose Robert A. Deboer Edward S. Dec Robert L. Degenova John J. Deley 
Carmen J. Del Toro David M. deMos Joseph M. Depasquale Stephen R. Depoe David M. Dreoian 
Michael E. Derrig Robert J Devitt Argelio Diaz Octavio Diaz Thomas N. Digiorgio 
Kevin M. DiLauri George E. Dimopoulos Mark E. Donner Peter F Drzymkowski Scott K. Dunne 
Linda K. Durham Patricia M. Dutko John J. Dyer Robert E. Ehrenbeck Bradford R. Elam 
Bishara S. Elmasri Arthur M. Esposito Victor Essoka Pauline Everson Ebrahim Faraji 
Lawrence J. Farinhas Charles P Fennell Frank Ferro Samuel A. Figueroa Myron Filewicz 
James C. Findley Michael B. Firner Gerard P Fitamant Michael D. Fontanarosa Eric G. Forstner 
Joe Fortenboher Martha J. Frazier Jeffrey E. Frey Rudolf H. Fuehrer Reginald Fuller 
Cori C. Gaal Douglas A. Gabrielsen Stephen J. Galick Fausto W Garzon Maria A. Gaviero 
David M. George Humid Ghadimy Evon K Glinski Christopher J. Gnash William H. Goeller 
Manuel Goncalves Carlos Gratacos Frederick G. Grayson Joe Graziosi Roger Green 
Daniel O. Gutierrez John M. Gvoth Thomas G. Gvoth Linda C. Hammond Gabriel Hannoush 
Paul J. Hazzard Anthony Headman Pearl Henry Ivan Herrera Joseph B. Herzog 
Frances Hirz Scott W Holloman Kenneth S. Horin William A. Howard Richard J. Howarth 
Robert S. Huffman Iman Ibrahim Danilo B. Icaza Julio S. Isidoro Robert R. Jablonski 
Ravinder Jagannath Mohammed I. Janajreh Kenneth R. Jazwa Andrea T Jimenez Ralph R. Johnson 
Jean C. Joseph Olga Junio Andrew S. Kalucki Jumes Karas Tapashi Katoh 
Andrew Kazlawskas Thomas F. Keber Roger C. Keintz Robert Kenny Ernest R. Ketterer 
Stephen Kimak Walter J. Kleinberg Jackrapan Klongvicha Kwang K. Ko Larisa Koifman 
Robert J. Konchalski Robert J. Kudrick John R. Kugel Alice Kupper Raymond J. Kurtulik 
Bruce A. Kurtz Anthony LaFazia Patricia A. Lamb Michael A. Lang Arlene Lapatchka 
Thomas A. Larkin Aristothea A. Lazaridis Maria M. Laughtman Albert Lavenriano Robert J. Leach 
Daniel D. Lee Thomas Lee Kenneth R. Lemanowicz James S. Lester Raymond Lester 
Eduardo I. Linares Thomas M. Livera Julio C. Llanes Richard Longo Tomas E. Lora 
Barbara Loretto Bob Loughrey James Lovas Ken Lueth John C. Lutz 
John M. Lynch Daniel J. Lynch Owen F. Lyon Lawrence J. Lyons Robert J. Mack 
Robert F. Maione Allen J. Marakovits Joseph Marban Christopher A. Marchese Christopher J. Marcy 
Laura Mariano Eliezer Martinez John Martins Amir M. Massumkhani Esteban W Mateo 
George J. Mates Rocio A. Maury John F. McLaughlin Karen D. McGowan Ellen McGrath 
William J. McMaster John McMonagle Joseph P McNally Rownea L. McPherson Richard Mead 
Awa Meffe Elio R. Mena Ronald J. Menaldo Murali Menon Eugene Messina 
Nicholas Miceli Robert F Migliorino Mauricio Millares Andrea L. Miller Robert L. Miller 
Richard Mills Ted Mokal Thomas J. Moakler Ruth V Mobley Mark T Moncourtois 
Marie J. Montiero Charles J. Montrose Harry Moore Jr. Michael D. Morano Maryann Moussavi 
Iyad S. Muhtaseb Manuel L. Munoz John D. Muoio Kevin A. Murphy David Murray 
N.A. Murray Rajee Mustafa John J. Nakonechy Jesus Navarro David S. Newkirk 
Bronwyn F. Newsome Jim Ng Reza Noorishad Emmanuel I. Nwankwo Francis N. Nwosu 
Michael J. O'Brien Joseph O'Hara William T. O'Leary Albert Ondar Oni A. Oni 
Vitalis Onyema Rolando A. Orgueira Tomasito P. Orpilla Ralph T. Osei Hossien Ostadhashemi 
Julie C. Panayotides Peter E. Papay Eva H. Parfomak Young R. Park Faramarz Partovi 
Nachiket V Patel Sunita M. Patel Miguel M. Pereiras Andres Perez John F. Perkins 
Kenneth J. Peters Istvan Petho Nhut H. Pham Robert J. Phillips Edward J. Plichta 
Joseph C. Polimeni Dave Porsolt William J. Potter John Prieto Philip E. Pritzlaff 
Edward P. Pritzlaff Samuel P. Purpura Johnson L. Pursoo Keith A. Pytlik John G. Recchia 
Mark A. Rayner Lawrence J. Rakos Richard A. Ragosa Martin S. Radomski Reinaldo Regalado 
Ralph G. Reinhardt Maria G. Reis Vincent J. Renda Carlos Restrepo Walter H. Richert 
Roberto Rios John S. Ripoll Edwin R. Rivera Jose L. Rodriguez George J. Rogers 
Mark G. Rollo Jeffrey S. Rose Kristin Rothenberger Richard E. Rusak Roger E. Saliba 
Ronald Salwen Emily Sanchez Joseph A. Sammartino Manuel A. Sanchez Adolfo Santo 
Robert A. Santopietro Edward Santos Diane Sarlo Jeffrey P. Sawka Kurt W. Schreefer 
Kenneth Schier Joanne Schwartz Harold Shack Claude A. Sharps Theodore J. Shatynski 
Stephen H. Shaw Edwin P. Sherman Keith G. Sherrick John F. Silano Yong I. Sim 
Mark G. Simendinger Albert J. Siuta Peter H. Skirbst Karen A. Slinski John J. Sloan 
Zbigniew W. Slusarz Joseph L. Smolenski Antoine Snow Harry A. Soldwedel Mark D. Sollohub 
Robert Song Allen J. Soya Michael W Spano Robert J. Spock Thomak J. Stanek 
Charles E. Steiniger Richard H. Stephan Robert Stocker Warren S. Stroedecke Robert B. Struble 
Thomas F. Srodin Mark D. Stacy Gregory R. Sturm Richard J. Suhr Teresa R. Suriano 
James M. Susko Michael Svecz Randall S. Ten Hoeve Robert A. Tetla Thomas G. Thatcher 
James Theodore Craig S. Timko Andres S. Toledo Jeannie Tong David M. Torebka 
Hersel Torkian Pedro L. Torres Thomas P Tortoriello Andrew F Trocchia Joseph N. Tripodi 
Frances Tufaro Linda M. Vaccari Peter K. Vahala Anthony F Valeng Kenneth A. Van Goor 
Christine M. Vargo John F Varrelmann Anthony Ventre Maria Vieira William J. Vivino 
James E. Vogel Robert W. Wagner Veronica Walker Theodore L. Waxmonsky John J. Weckesser 
Joseph Weekes Mark K. Weise Jeffrey H. Weller Richard A. Wellington Raymond Wendrzycki 
Asher O. Were Constance L. Williams June A. Williams Mary E. Williams Robert E. Winkler 
Sheila Witherspoon Anni Wojcieszko Tom Wolfe Sue Y. Wong Craig W. Wooster 
Gregory Wyzykowski John D. Yaron Robert M. Zanzalari Kathleen Zboray John J. Zellhofer 
Tom P. Zimmermann Joseph J. Zollo Herve Kopciak Maureen Amos Cynthia Baker 
Joseph J. Gillio Stephen Keeley Alan Kostelnik Brian Krott Daryl Little 
Azza A. Meshal William Morris Glenn Nicholls Paul Paparella 
Diane Peterson Edward S. Reynolds John Beck Victor Rodriguez 
Jake Sentschak Robert Sutter Wojciech Tomanek Kurt Zvla 
Alham Medard William King Gisele R. Boucher 
Tommy Thomas Todd Roberto Rocio Hernandez 
Scott Weininger 
Kamran F. Abrishami 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME 
Mario B. Accumanno 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Phi Lambda Sigma (Art Chrmn. 3, 4). 
Gerard Aceti 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (2, 3). 
Nicholas Adams 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity. 
Anthony G. Addesso 
Architecture 
JV Soccer (1, 2). 
Medardo Alban 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), Theta Chi (2, 3, 4). 
George E. Alpizar 
BSIA 
Chess Club (1, 2), Intramurals (1, 2). 
Maureen Amos 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, VECTOR (1, 2), Intramural volleyball (3), softball (3), 
Fencing Team (1, 2, 3), Swimming (1, 2). 
Nirwan Ansari 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (2, 3, 4), Tau Beta Pi (3, 4), Eta Kappa Nu (3, 4), CSA (2, 
3, 4). 





Theta Chi Fraternity 
Thomas Antista 
Computer Science 
David W. Anton 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE 
Demetrio A. Arencibia 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (2, 3, 4), Chi Epsilon (Marshall and Editor of TRansit), 
Audio Club (2, 3, 4), Intramural Paddleball. 
Alberto A. Bahia 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (4), National Space Inst. (4). 
Cynthia L. Baker 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (1, 2 treas., 3, 4), Arthur. 
Andrew I. Bakun 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, Tau Beta Pi, Omega Chi Epsilon, Phi Eta Sigma, Intra- 
mural soccer, Varsity Soccer (1, 2, 3, 4 captain). 
John A. Baldi 
Computer Science 
ACM (4), Phi Eta Sigma (2, v-pres. 3, 4), Upsilon Pi Epsilon (3, 
4), WJTB (3, 4), Miniversity (3, 4). 
Karl J. Baldwin 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (2, 3, 4), ASM (1, 2, 3, 4), Senate ME rep. 
(3, 4), VECTOR (3, 4), Wargamers and Adventurers (sec. 2, 3, 
4). 
Denise C. Ballard 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, Peer Counselors (3, 4). 
Louis A. Bani 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (2, 3, 4), Alpha Pi Mu (3, 4), Dean's List (1, 2, 3, 4), 
Intramural Council, Intramural volleyball, softball, basketball. 
Thomas A. Bechtold 
Mechanical 
ASME (2, 3), Pi Tau Sigma (3), Phi Eta Sigma (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Mauro Bellifemine 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (1), Intramural soccer (4). 
Walter T. Bembry 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, NSBE, BASE, Gymnastic Team (1). 
Lorenzo L. Booker 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (3, 4), BASE (1, 2, 3, 4), NSBE (1, 2, 3, 4), Tutoring. 
Gisele R. Boucher 
Mechanical Engineering 
Randal J. Bouwense 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (2, 3, 4), Pi Kappa Phi (2, 3, 4), Ski Club, Intramurals (1, 
2, 3, 4), Octobertech (3, 4), Miniversity (2, 3). 
John K. Boyle 
Computer Science 
ACM, Phi Eta Sigma, IEEE, Upsilon Pi Epsilon. 
Jacqueline E. Bradley 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Wargamers. 
Bruce Edward Brekke 
Electrical Engineering Technology  
Keith T. Brown 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, NSBE, Kappa Alpha Psi, BASE, Intramural basket- 
ball, Baseball Team. 
Edward J. Buccino 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (3, 4), Alpha Pi Mu (3, 4), Intramural basketball, football, 
softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity Baseball (1, 2). 
George A. Bunk, Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
AIAA, IEEE (1, 2, 3, 4), Astronomy and Astro Physics, Amateur 
Radio Club (3, 4). 
Vincent E. Carson 
Electrical Engineering 
Paul F. Caskey 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ACS, Phi Eta Sigma 
Richard W. Cericola 
Architecture 
Intramurals - Basketball (1, 2, 3), Softball (1, 2, 3), Director of 
Softball (2), Member of Intramural Council (3). 
Constance J. Cervasio 
Man and Technology 
Thomas E. Chauvette 
Architecture 
Tennis Team (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Steven C. Chen 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, ISA, Chinese Student Association, Intramural Basket- 
ball. 
Alex B. Chuchra 
Mechanical Engineering 
Dennis L. Ciemniecki 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (3, 4), Pi Tau Sigma (3, 4). 
Jose P. Cirne 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (3), ACS (3). 
Jeffrey R. Clark 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE 
James E. Coleman 
Electrical Engineering 
Eta Kappa Nu (3), Intramural Hockey (3). 
Maria Colucci 
Architecture 
AIA, Phi Eta Sigma, Octobertech '78. 
Robert M. Conway 
B.S.I.A. 
Dean's List. 
Edward A. Coscia 
Computer Science 
James P. Cutillo 
Architecture 
Class representative (4). 
James Dawson 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Eta Kappa Nu (3, 4). 
Robert A. DeBoer 
Civil Engineering 
Intramural Hockey, volleyball. 
Leo DeCarolis 
Architecture  
John J. Deley 
Computer Science 
Intramural soccer (2), softball (3). 
Carmen J. Del Toro 
B.S.I.A. 
SAM, treas. 
David M. deMos 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ACS, Tau Beta Pi. 
Stephen R. DePoe 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, Knights of Columbus. 
Michael Edward Derrig 
Chemical Engineering 
Robert J. Devitt 
Chemical Engineering 
ACS, AIChE, Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi. 
Argelio Diaz 
Architecture 
AIA, OLA, BHASO, Intramural basketball, volleyball. 
Kevin M. DiLauri 
Electrical Engineering 
George E. Dimopoulos 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, Euclides, Intramural soccer, Soccer Team. 
Mark Edward Donner 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ACS. 
Peter F. Drzymkowski 
Electrical Engineering 
Pi Kappa Phi, Intramural soccer (1, 2), hockey (2, 3, 4), Varsity 
Baseball (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Scott K. Dunne 
Industrial Engineering 
Intercollegiate Broadcast Society (2, 3, 4), Society for Collegiate 
Journalists (3, 4), WJTB (2, 3, 4 general mgr. 4), Alpha Sigma 
Phi (3, 4, v-pres. 4), Intramural hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), golf (3, 4), 
softball (2, 3, 4). 
Linda K. Durham 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), NSBE (2, 3, 4), BASE (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Patricia M. Dutko 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE 
John J. Dyer 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (3, sec. 4), Intramural hockey (1, 2, 3, 4), softball (3, 4). 
Bradford R. Elam 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (2, 3, pres. 4), Student Senate (3, 4), Bridge News Letter 
(4). 
Bishara Saleem Elmasri 
Chemical Engineering 
Arthur M. Esposito 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), ACS (3, 4), Phi Lambda Sigma (2, 3) v-pres. 
Intramural flag football (2, 3, 4), hockey (1, 2). 





Lawrence J. Farinhas 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, OLA, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers. 
Frank Ferro 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
Myron Filewicz 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, Alpha Pi Mu, Volleyball. 
James C. Findley 
Civil Engineering TechnologyASCE (3, 4), SET (3, 4), So- 
ciety of Construction Contractors (3, 4). 
Michael B. Firner 
Computer Science 
ACM (3, 4), Upsilon Pi Epsilon (3, sec. 4), Ten Fathoms Club (3, 
v-pres. 4). 
Gerard P. Fitamant 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE 
Eric G. Forstner 
Electrical Engineering 
Martha J. Frazier 
Industrial Engineering 
NSBE (3, 4), SAM (4), BASE (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Jeffrey E. Frey 
Electrical Engineering 





AIA, BHASO (pres. 1, 2). 
Cori C. Gaal 
Engineering Science 
Student Senate (corresponding sec. 1, senator 2), Biomedical 
Engineering Club. 
Douglas A. Gabrielsen 
Architecture 
Stephen J. Galick 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), ACS (2, 3, 4), Tau Beta Pi (3, 4), Omicron Delta 
Kappa (3, 4), Water Polo, Basketball. 
Fausto W. Garson 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, OLA, Intramural soccer, paddleball, Soccer Team (1). 
Maria A. Gaviero 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, OLA (1, 2, 3, 4), Intramural volleyball (1, 2, 3, 4). 
David M. George 
Mechanical Engineering 
Joseph J. Gillio 
Electrical Engineering 
Tau Lambda Chi (1, 2, 3, 4), Intramural floor hockey (2, 3, 4). 
Evon E. Glinski 
Computer Science 
VECTOR (1), Intramural volleyball (2). 
Christopher J. Gnash 
Architecture 
Intramural softball, tennis. 
William H. Goeller 
Industrial Engineering 





IEEE, OLA, Intramural softball, Wrestling Team. 
Frederick G. Grayson 
Mechanical Engineering 
Pistol (2, 3). 
Roger E. Green 
Math (Graduate) 
American Assoc. Advancement of Science, American Assoc. of 
Math Teachers. 
Daniel O. Gutierrez 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Air Force ROTC. 
Gabriel Y. Hannoush 
Architecture 
Anthony J. Headman 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (2, 3, 4), Miniversity (2, 3), Sigma Pi (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Pearl L. Henry 
BSIA 
SAM (2, 3, 4), Dean's List (2, 3, 4), Peer Counselor (3, 4), Alpha 
Angel (3, 4). 
Rocio Hernandez 
BSIA 
SAM, FELA, OLA, Photography. 
Ivan G. Herrera 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
Joseph B. Herzog 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4, 5), ACS (4, 5), VECTOR (2, 3), Intramural 
volleyball (4, 5), floor hockey (4, 5). 
Scott W. Holloman 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kenneth S. Horin 
Industrial Engineering Technology 
SET (pres.), SME (pres.), IEEE, Student Senate Task Force. 
William A. Howard 
Engineering Technology 





Danilo B. Icaza 
Computer Science 
AIChE (1, 2), ACS (1, 2), ACM (3, 4). 
Julio S. Isidoro 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (2, 3, 4), Portuguese Student Association (3, 4), Intramu- 
ral soccer (2, 3), Soccer Team (2, 3), ASCE, corres. sec. (3, 4). 
Ravinder M. Jagannath 
Electrical Engineering 
Mohammad I. Janajreh 
Chemical Engineering 
Kenneth R. Jazwa 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE, Tau Delta Phi. 
Andrea T. Jimenez 
Architecture 
AIA, Phi Eta Sigma, Miniversity '81, Octobertech '78. 





Andrew S. Kalucki 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (2, 3, 4). 
Thomas F. Keber 
Engineering Technology 
Steve V. Keeley 
Chemical Engineering 
Alpha Sigma Mu (2, treas. 3, pres. 4). 
Roger C. Keintz 
Chemical Engineering 
Robert Kenny Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Phi Eta Sigma, Eta Kappa Nu, Tau Beta Pi (pres.), 
Wargamers and Adventurers Club, N.J.I.T. Ambassadors. 
Ernest R. Ketterer 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Audio Engineering Society (3, 4), Ten Fathoms 
Club (1, v-pres. 2, 3, pres. 4). 
Stephen J. Kimak 
Architecture 
Dean's List (2, 3, 4). 
William J. King 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
SET, Dean's List (3). 
Walter J. Kleinberg 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (2, 3, 4), Intramural softball, basketball, 
floor hockey, football. 
Jackrapan Klongvicha 
Mechanical Engineering 
Kwanet K. Ko 
Mechanical Engineering 
Korean Students, ASME. 
Larisa Koifman 
Computer Science 
Association of Russian Students. 
Robert Joseph Konchalski 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (3, 4), Chi Epsilon (3, 4), Indoor soccer (1). 
Alan D. Kostelnik 
Manufacturing Engineering Technology 
SME (3, 4), SET (3, 4), N.J.I.T. Ambassador. 
Brian A. Krott 
Computer Science 
ACM (2, 3, 4), Cooperative Education (3), Intramural football 
(1, 2, 3), basketball (1), softball (1, 2, 3). 
Robert J. Kudrick 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (3, 4). 
John R. Kugel 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (3, 4). 
Alice Kupper 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE, Women's Society of N.J.I.T. 
Raymond J. Kurtulik 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Tau Beta Pi (3, 4), Eta Kappa Nu (3, 4). 
Bruce Anthony Kurtz 
Civil Engineering Technology 
ASCE, AGC, CET. 
Anthony LaFazia 
Architecture 
ASC/AIA, Society for Collegiate Journalists (treas.), Who's 
Who in American Universities and Colleges, Listee, Interna-
tional Youth in Achievement, ORBIT (ed-in-chief, 1979), NU-
CLEUS (photo ed, ed.-in-chief), Publications Council (pres.), 
Sigma Pi Fraternity, Audio Club, Frustrated Leaders Club, 
Miniversity. 
Patricia A. Lamb 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, Society for Collegiate Journalists, Who's Who in Ameri-
can Universities and Colleges, Dean's List, NUCLEUS (manag-
ing ed.), VECTOR, Publications Council (sec.), Sigma Pi Fra-
ternity, Gymnastics, Intramural Volleyball, Miniversity, 
Octobertech. 
Michael A. Lang 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), Phi Eta Sigma (2, 3, 4), Pi Kappa Phi (2, 3, 4). 
Arlene Marie Lapatchka 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (3, pres. 4), National Society of Women Engineers (4), 
Senate IE rep. (3), Intramural Coed Volleyball, Softball, Alpha 
Pi Mu (treas.). 
Maria M. Laughtman 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, Senate rep. (1), Caribso (1, sec. 2, 3). 
Aristothea A. Lazaridis 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ISA, Hellenic Club, Co-op Program. 
Robert J. Leach  
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Tau Beta Pi (3, 4), Eta Kappa Nu (3, 4). 
Daniel D. Lee 
Electrical Engineering 
Dean's List. 
Kenneth R. Lemanowicz 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4). 
Eduardo I. Linares 
Mechanical Engineering 
OLA (1, 2, 3, 4), Intramural racquetball (1, 2, 3, 4), Baseball 
Team (1, 2), Rifle Team (2). 
Daryl K. Little 
Mechanical Engineering 





IEEE, Tau Kappa Epsilon. 
James Lovas 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (4), Eta Kappa Nu (4). 
Tomas Edward Lora 
Electrical Engineering 
Barbara S. Loretto 
BSIA 
Dean's List, SAM, Lead role in college production of "You're A 
Good Man Charlie Brown". 
Kenneth A. Lueth 
Civil Engineering 
Chi Epsilon, IFC (v-pres.), Pi Kappa Phi. 
John Charles Lutz 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME 
Daniel J. Lynch 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (1), Alpha Pi Mu (1), Intramural track, softball. 
John M. Lynch 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, Intramural wrestling, football (2, 3, 4). 
Owen F. Lyon 
Electrical Engineering 
Intramural Soccer. 
Lawrence J. Lyons 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (4). 
Robert J. Mack Jr. 
Electronics Engineering Technology 
IEEE (3, 4). 
Robert Maione 
Computer Science 
Arnold Air Society, Air Force ROTC, Sunrise Club, Evasion 
Club, Seagram? Club, Tennis team (3 years). 
Allen J. Marakovits 
Industrial Engineering 
Softball (2), Basketball (2). 
Christopher J. Marcy 
Computer Science 
ACM (2, 3, 4), Student Senate (3), Theta Chi (2, 3, 4, treas. 4). 
Laura Mariano 
Chemical Engineering 
AICHE (2, sec. 3), ACS (3), Phi Eta Sigma (1, 2, 3), AICHE 
newspaper (3), Volleyball (1, 3). 
Eliezer Martinez 
Chemical Engineering 
American Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers, OLA, 
ACS, Basketball, Baseball, Football. 
Amir H. Massumkhani 
Electrical Engineering 
Esteban W. Mateo 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (2, 3, 4), Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers (3, 
4), OLA (1, 2, 3, 4). 
George J. Mates 
Chemical Engineering 
AICHE, Softball, Ski Club. 
Ellen M. McGrath 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Society of Collegiate Journalists (1, 2), Student-Faculty 
Relations Committee (3), Nucleus (copy-ed 1), Judo Club (2), 
Innertube Water Polo (2), Softball (1, 2). 
William J. McMaster 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME. 
Joseph P. McNally 
Mechanical Engineering 
SAE (1, 2), Theta Xi (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Richard Mead 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (3 years). 
Elio R. Mena 
Industrial Administration 
SAM (3, 4), VECTOR (1, 4). 
Murali Menon 
Chemical Engineering 
AICHE (2, 3, 4), SIA (3, 4). 









IEEE (Alternate Student Representative 4), Eta Kappa Nu, 
Tau Beta Pi. 
Thomas J. Moakler 
Architecture 
Ruth V. Mobley 
Chemical Engineering 
AICHE (3), NSBE (1, 2, 3, 4), BASE (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Marie J. Monteiro 
Chemical Engineering 
AICHE (2, 3), Portuguese Students Association (treas. 3), Vol- 
leyball (2, 3). 
Charles J. Montrose 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Tau Beta Pi (3, 4). 




SAM (1, 2, 3, 4), ODK (3, 4), Senator (2), Corresponding Secre- 




Dean's List (1, 2), Swimming, Ping Pong (2). 
Iyad S. Muhtaseb 
Nuclear Engineering 
Chess 
Manuel S. Munoz 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (1, 3, 4), Dean's List (1980), Latin Student Association 
(1), Intramural soccer champs (Latinos 1, 2, 3, 4), Swimming (3, 
4), JV Soccer (1). 
John D. Mouio 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME 
Kevin A. Murphy 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (2, 3, 4), AIChE (3, 4), ACS (1), Pi Tau Sigma, Tau Beta 
Pi, Phi Eta Sigma. 
David E. Murray 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (4), ISA (4), I.V.C.F. (1, 2). 
Rajee A. Mustafa 
Electrical Engineering 
Dean's List 
John J. Nakonechy 
Civil Engineering Technology 
ASCE, AGC, SET. 
Jesus Navarro 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
David S. Newkirk 
Civil Engineering 
Chi Epsilon (3, 4). 
Jim H. Ng 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (1, 2, 3, 4), CSA (1, 2, 3, 4), Intramural basketball (2, 3, 
4), volleyball (3, 4). 
Glenn R. Nicholls 
Electrical Engineering 
Dean's List 
Emmanuel Ike Nwawkwo 
BSIA 
Michael J. O'Brien 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (1, 2, 3, 4), Intramural softball (1, 2, 3, 4), Volleyball (1, 2, 
3, 4). 
William T. O'Leary 
Engineering Technology  
Albert Ondar 
Architecture 
WJTB, music director, SCJ, Deadlock Associates Communica- 
tions Officer. 
Rolando A. Orgueira 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Senate (freshman rep. 1, EE rep. 3), OLA, Intramural 
basketball, softball, volleyball, soccer (1, 2, 3 4). 




Julie C. Panayotides 
Mechanical Engineering 
Tau Beta Pi (3, 4). 
Paul J. Paparella 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (3, sec. 4), Chi Epsilon (3, 4), NUCLEUS (photographer 
3, 4), Audio Club (1, 2, sec. 3, 4). 
Peter E. Papay 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (2, 3, 4), Chi Epsilon (3, 4), Phi Lambda Sigma (pres. 1, 
treas. 2, v-pres. 3, 4), Outing Club (1, sergeant at arms 2, 3, 4). 
Eva Parfomak 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), Society of Collegiate Journalists (3, 4), Interna-
tional Youth in Achievement (1, 2, 3, 4), Senate (Chem E rep. 2, 
treas. 3, cabinet chrpsn 3, finance committee, sec. 3), Tiernan 
Express (2), NUCLEUS (3), Alpha Phi Omega (4), Student 
Activities Council (2, Coffee-house chrpsn. 3, 4). 





Nachiket V. Patel 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, ISA. 
Sunita M. Patel 
Electrical Engineering 
ISA 
Andres M. Perez 
Computer Science 
ACM (3, 4). 
John F. Perkins 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
SET 
Kenneth J. Peters 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Intramural softball, football, basketball. 
Istvan Petho 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (2, 3, 4), Intramural track and field, turkey trot. 
Nhut H. Pham 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3). 
Robert J. Phillips 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, Tau Kappa Epsilon (pres.), Intramural Executive 
Council NJIT Ski Team. 
Octavio Diaz 
Electrical Engineering. 
Joseph C. Polimeni 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (1, 2, 3, 4), ACS (1, 2, 3, 4), Phi Eta Sigma, Tau Beta Pi, 
Chemical Engineering Honor Society. 
David Kenneth Porsolt 
Civil Engineering Technology 
ASCE, AGC, SET. 
William J. Potter 




ASME (3), SAE (3). 
Edward Philip Pritzlaff 
Computer Science 
Dean's List, Peer Counseling (3, 4), Intramural basketball (1, 2, 
3, 4), football (2, 3, 4), basketball director (3, 4), referee (1, 2, 3, 
4), Baseball Team (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Philip Edward Pritzlaff, Jr. 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Intramural Basketball, 
football, basketball director, Executive Council, Baseball Team 
(1, 2, 3, 4). 
Samuel P. Purpura 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (3, v-chrmn. 4), Intramural softball. 
Johnson L. Pursoo 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, Caribso, Intramural Soccer. 
Keith A. Pytlik 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE, Intramural softball, football. 
Martin S. Radomski 
BSIA 
Hockey (1, 2, 3). 
Sudha H. Rao 
BSIA 
SAM (sec.), Senate BSIA rep., Indian Students Association. 
Mark A. Rayner 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
Reinaldo Regalado 
Architecture 
Ralph G. Reinhardt 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME 
Maria Guiomar Reis 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Phi Eta Sigma (1, sec. 2, 3, 4). 
Vincent Joseph Renda 
Civil Engineering Technology 
ASCE, AGC, Intramural football, softball, basketball. 
Carlos A. Restrepo 
Architecture 
OLA, BHASO, AIA, Focal Point, Latinos Soccer Team, NJIT 
Soccer Team. 
Edward S. Reynolds 
Computer Science 
ACM, Phi Eta Sigma (1, 2, 3, 4), Tau Beta Pi (4), Upsilon Pi 
Epsilon (3, pres. 4). 
Walter Henry Richert 
Mechanical Engineering 
Air Force ROTC. 
John S. Ripoll 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (1, 2, 3, 4), Varsity Basketball (1, 2, captain 3). 
Edwin R. Rivera 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, OLA (v-pres.), Intramural Softball. 
Todd L. Roberto 
Chemical Engineering 
ACS (2, 3, officer 4), AIChE (2, 3, 4). 
Jose Luis Rodriguez 
BSIA 
SAM (3, 4), Tae Kwon do Club (3). 
Victor Rodriguez 
Architecture 
Mark G. Rollo 
Civil Engineering 
VECTOR (sports writer 4), Intramural indoor soccer (3, 4), 
badminton doubles champ (4), NJIT Varsity Soccer (3, 4). 
Jeffrey S. Rose 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (senior officer), Student Senate (EE rep. 1, 2, recording 
sec. 2, administrative v-pres. 3), Ambassadors Club (3), Mini-
versity '80 (3), Intramural basketball (1, 2), volleyball (3, 4), 
softball (2, 3). 





Joseph A. Sammartino 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4). 
Emily Sanchez 
Electrical Engineering 
Manuel Antonio Sanchez 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE, Chi Epsilon, Tau Beta Pi, Dean's List. 
Adolfo A. Santo 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
Dean's List, Portuguese Club. 
Bob Santopietro 
Architecture 
AIA, Phi Eta Sigma, Miniversity (2, 3, 4, 5), Octobertech. 
Edward Santos 
Chemical Engineering 
Diane Marie Sarlo 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4). 
Jeffrey P. Sawka 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), Intramural floor hockey (3, 4), volleyball (1, 2), 
basketball (3, 4), Ice hockey (1, 2), Golf (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Kenneth T. Schier 
Architecture 
Kurt W. Schreefer 
Mechanical Engineering Technology 
Jake Sentschak II 
Architecture 
Harold R. Shack 
Architecture 
Claude A. Sharps 
BSIA 
Theodore J. Shatynski 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ACS, ISA, Intramural basketball, volleyball, softball. 
Stephen H. Shaw 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (3, 4), Chi Epsilon (3, 4), Tau Delta Phi (2, 3, pres. 4). Chi 
Epsilon (pres.), Omicron Delta Kappa. 
Edwin P. Sherman 
Architecture 
American Broadcasting, Dean's List, Ferry Street Organiza- 
tion, Intramural softball. 
Keith G. Sherrick 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE (3, v-pres. 4), Senator (4), Intramural hockey (1), softball 
(4). 




Volleyball Team, Deadlock Associates, Prime Deadlock. 
Peter Sklannik 
BSIA 
SAM (1, pres.), ASCE (2), IOU (3), Senate rep. (1), recording 
sec. (2), administrative v-pres. (2), pres. (3), senior class pres. 
(4), VECTOR (1, 2, 3, 4), Resident Assistant Club (2), FAT Bob 
Club (3, 4), Director of Softball Intramurals (2), Football Direc-
tor (2). 
John J. Sloan 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Theta Chi, Wrestling Team. 
Joseph L. Smolenski 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Intramural floor hockey. 
Mark D. Sollohub 
Architecture 
Allen J. Soya 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ACS, Intramural softball. 
Robert J. Spock 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
SET 
Thomas F. Srodin 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE (treas.), Chi Epsilon (pres.), Concrete Canoe Club. 
Mark D. Stacy 
Computer Science 
Intramural football, softball. 
Thomas J. Stanek 
Mechanical Engineering 
Intramural hockey (3, 4), football (3, 4), Hockey Team (1, 2). 
Charles E. Steiniger 
Electrical Engineering Technology 
Richard Henry Stephan 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Phi Eta Sigma (1, 2, 3, 4), Eta Kappa Nu (3, 4), Tau 
Beta Pi (3, 4), Omicron Delta Kappa (3, 4), Senator (2), Senate 
financial v-pres. (3), Pi Kappa Phi (2, 3, 4), Judo Club (2), 
Indoor soccer (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Robert George Stocker 
Computer Science 
ACM (3, 4 treas.), Alpha Phi Delta, Ski Club (1, 2, pres. 3, v- 
pres. 4), Outing Club (1, 2, 3, 4), Audio Club (1, 2). 
Warren S. Stroedecke 
Architecture 
ASC/AIA (2, 3), Omicron Delta Kappa (3, recording sec. 4, 
treas. 5), Pi Delta Epsilon (2, 3, 4, sec. 5), Iota Beta Sigma 
(historian 4, 5), Who's Who in American Universities and Col-
leges (4, 5), International Youth in Achievement (4, 5), Senate  
(treas. 3, finance committee 3, 4, cabinet co-chrmn. 3, 4), WJTB 
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, program director 2, general manager 3), VECTOR 
(1), NUCLEUS (4, photo ed. 5), Publications Council (treas. 3, 
4, 5), Alpha Phi Omega (4, v-pres. 5), Student Activities Council 
(3, 4, pres. 5, concert committee, co-chrmn. 3, 4, 5), Photo Club 
(4, 5), Intramural soccer (1, 2), softball (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), Hockey (1, 
2, 3), volleyball (4, 5). 
Robert Blaine Struble 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME 
Gregory R. Sturm 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Intramural football (2). 
Richard John Suhr 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, 3, 4), Intramural basketball (1, 2, 3, 4), football (2, 3, 
4), softball (2), Baseball Team (1). 
Teresa R. Suriano 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (2, 3 publicity chrmn. 4), Pi Tau Sigma (3, 4), Intramural 
volleyball (3, 4). 
Robert M. Sutter 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, Intramural softball, Baseball Team. 
Robert A. Tetla, Jr. 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, ACS, Intramural softball, football, basketball, floor 
hockey, volleyball. 
Tommy R. Thomas 
Civil Engineering Technology 
SSCC, ASCE, ASHRAE, Intramural Basketball. 
Andres S. Toledo 
Industrial Engineering 
AIIE, OLA, Intramural softball, basketball, Baseball Team. 
Wojciech K. Tomanek 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, Soccer Team. 
Jeannie L. Tong 
Computer Science 
ACM, CSA (pres.). 




Pedro L. Torres 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE, Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers, OLA, Intra- 
mural softball, basketball, volleyball, bowling. 
Joseph N. Tripodi 
Engineering Technology 
Andrew F. Trocchia, Jr. 
Architecture 
Linda M. Vaccari 
Chemical Engineering 
ACS (4), AIChE (3, 4). 
Peter K. Vahala 
Architecture 
Omicron Delta Kappa (4, 5), Student Province Director (5), 
Student Senate Architecture rep. (1, 2, 3, 4), AIA (2, 3, pres.) 
Ambassadors chrmn. (4, 5), Alumni Center Resident Manager 
(4, 5), 150 Bleeker Street Corporation Board of Trustee (3), 
Center Desk Morning Manager (2, 3, 4, 5), Dean's List (1, 2), 
Miniversity (4, 5), Intramural paddleball (1), Who's Who 
Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. 
Kenneth A. Van Goor 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3), Eta Kappa Nu (3), Tau Beta Pi (3), Phi Eta Sigma (2, 
3), Intramural volleyball (2, 3). 
Christine M. Vargo 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (1, 2, 3, 4), Publications Council (1). 
John Frederick Varrelmann 
Civil Engineering 
James E. Vogel 
AIA (2). 
Robert W. Wagner 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, Senate ME rep. (2), Intramural floor hockey (3), Gym- 
nastics (1). 
Veronica Lynn Walker 
Chemical Engineering 
Theodore Lewis Waxmonsky 
Industrial Engineering 
John J. Weckesser 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE (2, treas. 3, 4), ACS (2, 3, 4), ISA (3, 4), Omicron Delta 
Kappa (3, 4), Tiernan Express (3, 4), Intramural basketball (3, 4 
capt.), volleyball (3, 4), softball (3, 4). 
Joseph Patrick Weekes 
Civil Engineering Technology 
Mark Kurt Weise 
Chemical Engineering 
AIChE, Intramural hockey, soccer. 
Jeffrey H. Weller 
Mechanical Engineering 
Intramural floor hockey (2, 3, 4), Ice Hockey Team (1). 
Richard A. Wellington 
Civil Engineering Technology 
ASCE 
Raymond D. Wendrzycki 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME (4), Senate Resident Council (sec. 3, pres. 4), Astronomy 
Club, Intramural volleyball, softball. 
Constance Lanear Williams 
Chemical Engineering 
NSBE, BASE, WJTB. 
June A. Williams 
Mechanical Engineering 
Mary E. Williams 
Industrial Engineering 
Robert E. Winkler 
Chemical Engineering 




NSBE (1, 2, 3), BASE (2). 
Anni Wojcieszko 
Chemical Engineering 
Sue Y. Wong 
Computer Science 
Epsilon Pi Upsilon, CSA. 
Craig W. Wooster 
Electrical Engineering  
Gregory Wyzykowski 
BSIA 
Theta Chi (1, 2, 3, 4), Miniversity Leader (2), Miniversity 
Teacher (2, 3), director of tennis (2, 3), Tennis (1, 2, 3, 4), 
Swimming (1, 2, 3, 4), Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4). 
John D. Yaron 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (3, 4), Ski Club (3, 4). 
Robert M. Zanzalari 
Mechanical Engineering 
ASME, Basketball (1, 2, 3, 4). 
Kathleen Zboray 
Computer Science 
ACM (2, 3, 4), Omicron Delta Kappa (3), Senate (rec. sec. 3, CIS 
rep. 3), Intramural volleyball (2). 
John J. Zellhofer 
Electrical Engineering 
IEEE (4). 
Tom P. Zimmermann 
Civil Engineering Technology 
SSCC, Ski Team. 
Joseph J. Zollo 
Civil Engineering 













without whom any kind of a yearbook would be 
impossible to publish 
Good Luck 
To The 





The Alumni Association 
We're eighteen thousand strong now. and we're glad to have you join us. The 
doors of the Alumni Center are open at all times. and the facilities and services of 
the Association are always available to you. Remember, The Alumni Association is 
your strongest link with NJIT. 
We wish you the best of luck and a gratifying career in the years ahead. When 
you feel ready to share some of your success with the Institute. your contribution 
to the Annual Alumni Fund will support: 
scholarship programs and doctorate fellowships 
athletic awards 
the alumnus magazine and newsletter 
alumni-senior feedback sessions 
social competence programs 
guest lecturers and seminars and conferences 
research foundation and graduate program assistance 
scholastic recognition programs 
the alumni library collection 
On the social side. we help keep you in touch with one another through re 
unions. group travel and sports events. We welcome our support. 
Congratulations 
to 




class of 1982 
from 
Gordon Lawshe Sales Representative 
THE DELMAR COMPANY 
POST OFFICE BOX 12466. CHARLOTTE, N C 28205 
Good Luck 
to the 
Class of '82 
BEIM PHOTOGRAPHERS 
1205 Springfield Avenue 
Irvington, New Jersey 
373-9000 
The Nucleus of New Jersey Institute 
of Technology was published by the students 
of NJIT. A limited edition of 550 books 
has been printed by the Delmar Company, Charlotte, 
North Carolina on 80# cream lustro dull coat 
stock with a predominant copy body of 
Century School Book type face. The cover 
was designed by Anthony LaFazia & Warren Stroedecke. 
The photographs are the work of NJIT under- 
graduates. The senior portraits were taken by 
eim tudios, Irvington, N.J. 




